Are undeniable the advance and the expansion of the post graduation in Nursing in the last years, when emerged new research groups and lines, mostly faced to the challengers of the consolidation and the recognize of the research in Nursing in the country. However, the process of internalization of the nursing scientific productions, consist in one great challenge. Besides this national periodics of Nursing had been included in important national and international indexers, neither publications are indexed in the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)\textsuperscript{[1,2]}, that trough of its ISI Journal Citation Report (JCR), evaluates the quality of a periodic by its indicators, such as the impact factor (that evaluates the quantity of times that the articles in a periodic are quoted in the two years before), index of immediacy (that evaluates the velocity which one article is read and quoted during the year of the publication), the average life of the quotes, the classification in the world ranking, among others. Although these indicators evaluate the scientific impact, not necessarily they evaluate the quality of the publications\textsuperscript{[3]}. However, they are considered useful tools to evaluate the academic research, to guide courses of research and strategies of application of funds to the financial of scientific activities. Even though they are useful to evaluates periodics in some fields of knowledge, the adequation to evaluate Nursing publications that deserves a better discussion.

The CAPES (Coordination of Graduated Personnel Improvement), also officially adopts the impact factor of scientific periodics to the evaluation of the professors, courses and of the registered institutions that offers post graduation courses\textsuperscript{[4]}. Besides, makes possible the Qualis on line, a bibliometric index that evaluates the quality of a scientific periodic\textsuperscript{[5]}. This index besides considers the qualification criterion of the JCR, also considers the indexation in databases such as MEDLINE and SciELO.

The scientific publication is intrinsic part of the process of the knowledge production and the Nursing scientific periodics represents one of the most important means of communication of scientific research in this field of knowledge. However, the fortification of the national Nursing scientific periodics is urgent and demands combined efforts of the teaching and Nursing assistance institutions, such referring to the politics fomentation of the publications, as in the prioritization of disciplines or other strategies that seeks the improvement and the adequation of the language and of the style in the publicizing of the scientific production in the international standards admitted. They also demand support from the formation organs in the allocation of resources that maintain the periodicity and punctuality of the publications.

Contributing for the scientific publicizing of Nursing, the Anna Nery School Journal of Nursing publishes in this volume articles in many fields of the knowledge. In the field of teaching, it publicizes two articles: one about the configuration of the residence program in Nursing by the Ministry of Health.
and other one that reminds the importance of the Rondon Project and the participation of the Nursing in its actions. About the worker health field, publicizes two articles, one related to the violence and its interfaces with the worker world and another one about the globalization, the ways of the work organization and the Nursing. Besides, this volume has two articles that approaches the aspects related to the assistance to the woman health in the pregnancy-puerperal cycle. Aspects related to the assistance to chronic non transmissible disease is approached in three articles about arterial hypertension and diabetes, besides two articles about the chronic infectious condition, as tuberculosis and HIV. At last, it worth to read an article about the experience of the myocardium infarct among patients. With sure these articles extremely contribute to the assistance of Nursing.
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